
Hello, Spellers!

Because we’re working with such a quick turnaround
between initial auditions and callbacks, we’ve decided to
post callback materials early so that anybody looking to
prepare in advance doesn’t have to guess what they’ll be
asked to perform.

We would like to emphasize that we do not expect
anybody to prepare callback materials early! You are not
expected to be memorized, and printed materials will be
provided at callbacks. We want this to ease stress, not
contribute to it!

At this point in time there’s no guessing who will be called back for what, but it is likely that if you
are asked to come to callbacks, that you will be called for more than one role. In short, be
prepared for anything!

CLICK HERE FOR CALLBACK MATERIAL FOLDER

Some further notes regarding the materials:
● Only the character(s) who we’ve listed at the top of each scene will be reading said

scene. Any other characters will be read by one of us. (For example, neither Rona nor
Panch will be reading the scene labeled “Chip”, even though they speak in the scene.)

● You may still be reading against one of us, even if a scene has multiple characters listed
at the top. (For example, it’s likely that we’ll be having Olive and Barfee read the same
scenes separately.)

● We will be asking everybody called back for Panch to pick and read two or three of their
favorite words / speller introductions from the scene labeled “Panch 2”.

● For the song labeled “Mitch 2”, you’re welcome to riff, but are not required to!
● All male callbacks will be asked to learn and perform two vocal parts of their choosing

from the song labeled “All Men”. You will be put into small groups to sing.
● Schwarzy, Marcy, and Rona callbacks will be asked to learn and perform two vocal parts

of their choosing from the song labeled “Schwarzy, Marcy, and Rona”. Please prepare
the backing parts, not the melody! You will be put into small groups to sing.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IZ3giAAHyba7Dmm7E8kFQKgCuXj7oUnr?usp=sharing

